Renault CONVERSIONS
Tailor Made Solutions for your Business

Renault Refrigerated Vehicles

Renault Accredited
Conversions - Tailor
Made Solutions for
your business:
The Trafic Fridge and Freezer adaptations are part of Renault’s
Accredited Conversion range that has been developed to
complement our ‘Off the Shelf ‘ Conversions.

Efficient, clever and versatile
The Trafic Van has been specifically designed to meet the needs of professionals,
whatever their business environment. In panel van, crew van and passenger
versions, the Trafic can be adapted to your every demand, offering a wide
range of custom-built and practical solutions, plus the ability to create other
variations using the Platform Cab version as a base. With its stylish and
protective design, quiet efficient engines, the latest on-board technology and
high levels of comfort and safety, the Trafic holds all the cards.

Converted by CoolKit Limited
Coolkit offers a broad range of refrigerated van conversions.
Their refrigerated vehicle conversions are renowned for their light weight, durability, versatility and strength - attributes which provide our
customers with the highest payload and most reliable service throughout the vehicle lifetime.
The conversions have been validated by an unrivalled combination of Standard Certifications and Vehicle Manufacturer Approvals.

The range comprises of popular specialist vehicle types such as
Refrigerated Vans, Minibuses, Grounds Maintenance Vehicles
and Welfare vehicles.
The Accredited range offers a standard specification based on
the expert collaboration between Renault and our accredited
converter partners.
The specifications have been developed to meet common
requirements however, they can be adapted to suit specific
customer requirements, providing a truly tailor made solution.
Our accredited range has been developed in partnership
exclusively with converters who have received Renault approval
after being assessed on their technical and quality standards by
a dedicated team from Renault. A list of these can be found at
www.conversions.renault.co.uk
All of our accredited conversions are available to order directly
via our Dealer Network.

For more information please contact
conversions@renault.co.uk

CoolKit Limited, Farrington Place, Farrington Road Industrial Estate, Burnley, BB11 5TY - Tel: 0845 459 5418 - Email: sales@coolkit.co.uk

Continue the Renault Conversions experience
on renault.co.uk
Refrigerated Versions:

Freezer Versions:

This conversion can be ordered directly from your Renault dealer and is
available on all versions of Short or Long wheelbase Renault Trafic (SL27,
SL29 & LL29) as well as a range of trim levels.

This conversion can be ordered directly from your Renault dealer and is
available on all versions of Short or Long wheelbase Renault Trafic (SL27,
SL29 & LL29) as well as a range of trim levels.

50mm insulation suitable for CHILLED applications with access to rear and
side doors. Hubbard Zanotti SFZ008 fridge unit capable of temperatures
0°C to +8°C Road operation only. Under chassis condenser.

75mm insulation suitable for FROZEN applications with access to rear and
side doors. Hubbard Zanotti fridge unit capable of temperatures -18°C
to +8°C. Under chassis condenser.

Dimensions:

Dimensions:

Load volume (m )
Wheelbase
Overall length
Front overhang
Rear overhang
Front track
Rear track
Overall width (without door mirrors)
Overall width (with door mirrors)
Overall height (unladen)
Overall height (laden)
Ground clearance
Width between wheel arches
Elbow room
Front interior width
Cargo area length at floor
Cargo area length at 1.1m
Maximum loading area width
Headroom (load area height)
Sliding door width
Sliding door height
Rear Width (max)
Opening height
Loading sill height (unladen)
Gross Vehicle Weight
Maximum Payload^
3

SL27
4.7
3098
4999 (5814)
933
968
1615
1628
1956
2283
1971
1910
160
1210
1624
1652
2150

LL29
5.4
3498
5399
933
968
1615
1628
1956
2283
1971
1912
160
1210
1624
1652
2550

1380
1240
907
1284
1391
1320
552
2700kg
841kg

1380
1240
907
1284
1391
1320
552
2900kg
1031kg

Load volume (m3)
Wheelbase
Overall length
Front overhang
Rear overhang
Front track
Rear track
Overall width (without door mirrors)
Overall width (with door mirrors)
Overall height (unladen)
Overall height (laden)
Ground clearance
Width between wheel arches
Elbow room
Front interior width
Cargo area length at floor
Maximum loading area width
Headroom (load area height)
Sliding door width
Sliding door height
Rear Width (max)
Opening height
Loading sill height (unladen)
Gross Vehicle Weight
Maximum Payload^

SL27
4.7
3098
4999 (5814)
933
968
1615
1628
1956
2283
1971
1910
160
1210
1624
1652
2125
1380
1215
907
1284
1391
1320
552
2700kg
826kg

LL29
5.4
3498
5399 (6214)
933
968
1615
1628
1956
2283
1971
1912
160
1210
1624
1652
2525
1380
1215
907
1284
1391
1320
552
2900kg
1015kg

It is preferable for the base vehicle to be ordered with the Power Take off option to avoid additional cost. Air conditioning can be retained if applicable. Base vehicles equipped
with Stop/Start (ENERGY) engines must have fast idle activated by the dealer
^Payload equals the Maximum Operating Mass (Gross Vehicle Mass or GVW) less the Kerb Mass. Kerb Mass is the weight of the complete vehicle including coolant, oil, a 90% full fuel tank, a 100% full AdBlue tank, spare wheel and jack, but excluding driver and
crew. All Kerb Masses, and therefore Payloads quoted are subject to a 5% manufacturing tolerance and are based on the base level model. Any additional equipment added (options or accessories), or the selection of a higher trim level, could result in a higher Kerb
Mass and a reduced Payload, and may increase CO2 and decrease MPG figures.
Although every effort has been made to ensure that the information contained within this brochure is as accurate and up to date as possible, Renault U.K. reserves the right to modify its models without notice, including their characteristics,
specifications, equipment and accessories. Brochures inevitably become out of date or inaccurate in some respects, in that such characteristics, specifications equipment, or accessories may be changed after the publication date given
below and can differ from the descriptions given. It is therefore necessary to check with your Renault Dealer before purchasing any product that the characteristics, specifications, equipment or accessories of the vehicle on order are as
advertised. The colours that appear in this document may differ slightly from the actual paint and upholstery colours.
Publication date February 2017.

